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________________________________________________________________________________________



Tell me about you! 



Opportunities and 
challenges? 



What is ‘media’?
Print
• National and regional newspapers (print)
• Magazines (consumer media)
• Trade magazines

Broadcast media:
• Radio (national and local)
• Podcasts
• TV – news programmes and bulletins, documentaries, discussion  

programmes, magazine programmes
• Feature films

Online media and social networks
• National online outlets, including Huffington Post, BBC News, Metro
• Blogs, vlogs and YouTube, including social influencers 
• Newswire services
• Social media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram etc                



What makes a good story?
• Inspiring and heart warming or tragic              

stories – human interest led
• Strong photographs/imagery
• Film and video 
• New research/reports/technology
• Facts and figures
• The first, the last, the best… the different
• Shocking news/disasters or scandal
• Before and after stories/transformation
• Celebrity Ambassadors
• Letters to Editor/opinion pieces 

________________________________________________________________________________________



What can be achieved by 
working with the media?







Knowing your audience

________________________________________________________________________________________

Is your audience national, regional or international 
and what media do they consume?
What are the messages you want to get across?
What are you trying to achieve?
What media will be the most effective?

Example audiences:
• Policy/decision-makers and opinion formers
• Commissioners and service-providers
• Healthcare professionals
• Medical/science research community
• People with dementia and their carers/families
• General public
• Your charity supporters



Press releases – the five Ws

All press/news releases must contain the five Ws in the first 
paragraph



Press releases
DO: 

• Agree key messages in advance
• Keep it short
• Include quotes and human interest 
• Include facts 

DON’T:
• Don’t use jargon
• Don’t use ‘flowery’ language 
• Don’t make ten points when you could make one
• Don’t assume that the journalist knows what you are 

talking about
• Don’t generalise



Language 
• We know that accurate representation in 

the media is very important to PLWD

• We try to educate journalists and ensure 
accurate language is used to describe 
dementia to avoid stereotyping 

• We regularly issue and push our 
Alzheimer’s Society Media Guide to key 
broadcasters and outlets, and will ask 
press to correct any incorrect language 
that people living with dementia may find 
offensive

• Ultimately, the media can help to hold 
organisations, care providers, 
governments and society to account



What journalists look for…
• Case studies 

• Strong quotes – national or local

• Facts and statistics – national or local

• Good relevant media-trained spokespeople/experts for 
interviews

• Be available, prepared, professional, 24/7 service – News cycle 
is 24 hours

• Know your targeted media 

• Don’t just use the news desks, take time to research individual 
journalists, staff and freelancers

• Build relationships with journalists and know their deadlines

• Think carefully about your press releases and subject lines

• Not just sending a press release; follow it up with a phonecall 
and find out what could work for them



• For immediate release – date
• Embargoed until – date
• Headline – strong, short, to the point, attention grabbing
• First paragraph – Start with a bang and key information
• Following paragraphs - tell a story: make your points in order of 

importance;  set the context; give the facts, statistics and quote names 
and numbers of people involved; include any ‘call to action’

• Quotes – should include a direct quote from the most relevant person 
involved; it should humanise the story, be brief, give the person’s full 
name and title

• Ends
• Notes to Editors: contact details for the press office, including out-of-

hours, short description of your charity, references and further 
information 

News/press release – the structure



Evaluation
• Have you reached the audience you wanted to? Did the coverage get 

cut-hrough?

• Outlet analysis: Have they published it on social media? 

• Have key messages  and words come through in all coverage?

Ways to evaluate…

• Search your key message words within the copy of all the coverage. 
Have keywords and phrases been run?

• What worked and what didn’t? If you issued a proactive comment that 
didn’t run, follow up with the journalist to find out the reason.

• Social media: Did the outlet or influencer tweet or post a link to the 
coverage on their social channels. If so, how many people did this 
reach?

• Estimated reach

• What can you do better next time?

• Weave in KPIs into all comms strategies

• Did you achieve the aims of your campaign?



Press and PR during Covid-19



Key learnings:

- Important to be flexible– we had to learn along with journalists and news
crews about new ways of working

- Very fast moving – being nimble and robust on reactive statements crucial

- Leading the conversation – what issues where crucial to people affected by
dementia and their families, and how could we make the most impact with
media

- Personal stories matter – huge appetite for case studies to illustrate the
impact of the pandemic from many different angles

- Data also essential: Moved quickly to get the data we needed about the
experiences of care providers of the pandemic to generate a report and
newslines

- Putting people with dementia first and at the heart of the story



• Choose a story you want to tell to 
promote your organisation’s work

• Pick your audience and target media
• Then draft: 

– three key messages about this work
– the first line/title of a press release
– Points for a pitch email to a journalist 

(what points will you make, what can you 
offer them?)

• Group feedback

Exercise



What action can you take in the 
next few months to get your 
organisation into the media?

Any questions? 


